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Femtosecond phase spectroscopy of multi-level systems:
Phthalocyanines
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Abstract. A femtosecond frequency-domain interferometer
is applied to metal-free and vanadyl phthalocyanine
(H

2
Pc and VOPc) thin films to measure time-resolved

difference phase and transmission spectra simultaneously.
For both samples, the phase-change dynamics is different
from the transmission-change dynamics at 620 nm, re-
flecting that the phthalocyanines (Pc) cannot be modeled
with a two-level system but by a multi-level or in-
homogeneously broadened system, in which each level
pair exhibits different relaxation dynamics. Because of this
dynamical difference, a phase-change measurement is re-
quired to correct distortion of the transient spectra due to
induced phase modulation of probe pulses. Near zero time
delay, the phase and transmission changes show different
growth behavior. This behavior is explained by antisym-
metric amplitude and phase gratings which are produced
by coherent coupling between frequency-chirped pump
and probe pulses.

PACS: 07.60.Ly; 42.65.Re; 78.47.#p

We have developed a femtosecond Frequency-Domain
Interferometer (FDI) [1] which allows easy access to
femtosecond time-resolved dispersion relations [2] in
nonlinear optical materials. Previously the FDI was dem-
onstrated using CdS

x
Se

1~x
-doped glass (commercial

Toshiba R63 filter) and Kerr liquid CS
2

because of their
large nonlinearities and well-established dynamics and
mechanisms. For the R63 filter, the observed transmission
and phase change showed the same dynamics, which can
be explained with a two-level model. For CS

2
, only the

phase change was observed as expected in a non-resonant
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probe region. Because of such simple behavior, these sam-
ples were suited to demonstrate the feasibility of fem-
tosecond phase spectroscopy and the observed time-
resolved spectra were unambiguously reproduced by the
simple numerical simulations [3, 4]. In this paper, we
extend the application of femtosecond phase spectroscopy
to more complex systems, metal-free phthalocyanine
(H

2
Pc) and vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc), which ex-

hibit the dynamics characteristic of multi-level systems or
inhomogeneously broadened systems.

Phthalocyanines (Pcs) [5] are synthetic in origin, but
structurally similar to the much studied and biologically
important porphyrins [6]. Both porphyrins and Pcs have
large n-conjugated rings which can incorporate metal ions
at their center, exhibiting a large variety of physical and
chemical properties [5, 6]. Pcs receive much attention in
the field of nonlinear optics because of their relatively
large third-order nonlinearity [7—11], which is compara-
ble to that of polydiacetylenes. In our previous studies [7],
we have determined the nonlinear optical susceptibilities
for Third-Harmonic Generation (THG) in various metal-
lophthalocyanine films (VO-, Sn-, Co-, Ni-, and H

2
Pc).

Femtosecond pump—probe and degenerate four-wave
mixing measurements have been performed by several
groups [12—17] to study the excited-state dynamics for
the purpose of elucidating the origin of the nonlinearity.
These studies indicate that Pcs exhibit excited-state ab-
sorption and excitation-density dependent decay. In addi-
tion, our previous studies on various phases of VOPc by
femtosecond pump—probe spectroscopy indicate that the
excited-state dynamics are strongly dependent on molecu-
lar arrangement [17]. However, the previous experiments
measured only Im s(3) or Ds (3) D2 , where s (3) is a third-
order nonlinear susceptibility. Here we use the FDI to
measure the spectrally resolved femtosecond dynamics of
both real and imaginary parts of s (3) in phthalocyanines.

Using Pc samples, in Sect. 3 we show that dynamics is
different between phase and absorption changes in a
multi-level system or an inhomogeneously broadened sys-
tem. In Sect. 4, we demonstrate that the transient spectra
are significantly distorted by the induced modulation ef-
fects of probe pulses [18], which cannot be corrected



without a direct phase-change measurement since the
Kramers-Kronig relations do not hold in such a case
[2, 3]. In Sect. 5, we show that if the pump and probe
pulses are chirped, coherent coupling effects lead to differ-
ent growth dynamics near zero delay between phase and
transmission change dynamics.

1 Samples

The polycrystalline thin films of H
2
Pc and VOPc were

grown by vapor-phase deposition on fused silica substra-
tes at a vapor pressure of ca. 10~6 Torr [8]. The absorp-
tion spectra for the thin films thus obtained are shown in
Fig. 1. The H

2
Pc and VOPc films are ca. 0.12 and 0.16 lm

thick, respectively, and are comprised of various phases of
different molecular stacking configurations [19—21]. The
two main absorption peaks, the Q band in the visible and
the B band in the ultraviolet, are attributed to the lowest
and the second lowest allowed n—n* transitions in the Pc
molecule, that is, the a

16
Pe

'
and a

26
Pe

'
transitions,

respectively. In the solid phase, the twofold degenerate
perpendicularly polarized Q band of the VOPc molecule
with a C

47
symmetry splits due to dimerization by the

excitonic interaction [22]. For the D
2)

-symmetry H
2
Pc

molecule, the twofold degeneracy of the first n—n*
transition is removed by the lower symmetry of the mol-
ecule, resulting in a double-peaked Q band. In the thin
film, the double Q band of H

2
Pc broadens and blue-shifts

with respect to the monomer [23]. We compare the non-
linearities caused by resonant and off-resonant excitation
of the Q bands in the H

2
Pc and VOPc thin films, respec-

tively. To keep the comparison as objective as possible,
the two films were grown to have the same optical density
at the excitation wavelength, 620 nm.

2 Experimental

The experimental apparatus is depicted elsewhere
[1, 3, 17]. For both excitation and probing, 10 kHz, 60 fs
pulses at 620 nm were used. The average pump power was
reduced to lower than the damage threshold of the sam-
ples, 1 mW. The excitation energy density, power density,
and photon density were 5.1]10~3 J/cm2, 8.5]
1010 W/cm2 , and 1.6]1016/cm2 , respectively. The polar-
ization of the pump and probe pulses was parallel if not
specifically noted and all the femtosecond experiments
were performed at room temperature. By blocking the
reference beams in the FDI and using lock-in detection,
standard pump—probe measurements were performed on
both thin films. In the FDI measurements, transient
spectra with and without excitation were taken alternately
with a mechanical shutter operated at 5 Hz.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Results

Figure 2a and b shows the decay curves of the transmis-
sion change D¹(q) in H

2
Pc and VOPc, respectively, as

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of 0.12 lm thick H
2
Pc film (solid line)

and 0.16 lm thick VOPc film (dashed line). The vertical line denotes
the pump—probe peak wavelength, 620 nm

Fig. 2a, b. Delay-time dependence of transmission changes,
D¹/¹(q), at 620 nm for (a) H

2
Pc and (b) VOPc by pump—probe

measurements with lock-in detection. Vertical scales are estimated
from calibration

a function of time delay q between the pump and probe
pulses. H

2
Pc exhibits a rapid bleaching signal at 620 nm

which then decays on a slower time scale, while VOPc
initially exhibits rapid induced absorption which evolves
into a bleaching signal after about 400 fs.

Femtosecond interference data were then taken using
the FDI [1, 3]. The time-resolved transmission-change
spectra, D¹/¹(u, q), and phase-change spectra, DU(u, q),
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in H
2
Pc and VOPc are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respective-

ly. Here, u is the probe frequency and the spectra are
measured as a function of wavelength. The reference and
probe pulses were temporally displaced by 620 fs so that
data could be obtained up to 500 fs delay times without
pump pulse influence on the reference pulse. The system-
atic errors in DU due to the transmitted light intensity
change caused by the absorption change [1, 3] are esti-
mated to be negligibly small, i.e., in the order of 10~3 rad.
Each DU(u, q) and D¹/¹(u, q) spectra are the averages of
200 data runs taken for 40 s and of 20 data runs for 4 s,
respectively. Here, a single data run denotes one cycle of
the shutter.

Figures 5a and 6a display D¹/¹(q) and DU(q) for H
2
Pc

and VOPc, respectively. They are derived simultaneously
from the femtosecond frequency-domain interference
spectra by Fourier transform [3]. In addition, Figs. 5b
and 6b show D¹/¹(q) measured using the FDI apparatus
with the reference beam blocked to prevent interference
fringes. Figure 6b displays D¹/¹(q) for both parallel and
perpendicular pump and probe polarizations. The decay
curves of Fig. 5a and b for H

2
Pc agree very well, as do the

curves of Fig. 6a and b for VOPc, demonstrating the

Fig. 3. D¹/¹(u, q) (solid line) and DU(u, q) (open circles) for H
2
Pc

Fig. 4. D¹/¹(u, q) (solid line) and DU(u, q) (open circles) for VOPc

validity of simultaneous detection of both phase and
transmission changes by the FDI.

3.2 Bimolecular decay

As the excitation density is estimated to exceed
1021 cm~3 , exciton—exciton annihilation (bimolecular
decay) plays a major role in the decay dynamics of ex-
citons in aromatic cycles [24] and macrocyclics
[12—15, 17]. When the bimolecular decay is dominant, the
exciton density, n, obeys the rate equation [12]

dn/dt"!ft~1@2n2 , (1)

where the t~1@2 dependence arises from annihilation via
long-range dipole—dipole interaction or motion-limited
diffusion [25], and f is the annihilation rate constant. This
equation leads to

n/n
0
"1/(1#2fn

0
t1@2), (2)

where n
0

is the initial exciton density. Fitting the decay
curve in Fig. 2a with this function using only one adjust-
able parameter, fn

0
, yields

fn
0
"2.3]105 s~1@2 .
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Fig. 5. a D¹/¹(q) and DU(q) derived simultaneously from FDI data
by Fourier analysis. b D¹/¹(q) obtained with FDI apparatus by
blocking the reference beam. Solid curves are fitting functions in (11)

Fig. 6. a D¹/¹(q) and DU(q) both calculated from FDI data by the
Fourier analysis. b D¹/¹(q) obtained with FDI apparatus with the
reference beam blocked for parallel and orthogonal pump and probe
polarizations. Solid curves are fitting functions in, (12)

The value of f agrees with that of Greene et al. within
a factor of two. Since the estimation of the exciton density
is difficult in such experiments because of position-depen-
dent density, the discrepancy may be simply due to the
errors in the estimations of exciton densities in both ex-
periments.

3.3 Different dynamics between DU(q) and DT/(Tq)

As shown in Figs. 5a and 6a, the signs and magnitudes of
the signals differ markedly between H

2
Pc and VOPc in

spite of the same absorbance at 620 nm. Recalling that the
real and imaginary parts of s (3) correspond to DU and
(D¹/¹)/2 [3], respectively, DIm s (3) D is larger than DRe s (3) D
in H

2
Pc, and vice versa in VOPc. This difference between

H
2
Pc and VOPc is attributed mainly to the different

locations of the pump—probe wavelength in the absorp-
tion spectra. H

2
Pc was pumped at the Q band peak

resulting in bleaching of the peak, whereas VOPc was
excited on the high energy side of the Q band. This
excitation also bleaches the Q band, but induced
absorption dominates the bleaching in the probed
region of VOPc at early times since Pcs have a broad
induced absorption band between the B and Q bands
[12, 15, 17].

More important is that DU(q) and D¹/¹(q) in VOPc
show substantially different dynamics at 620 nm in
Fig. 6a. Such different decay kinetics at the same
wavelength were previously observed for semiconductor
nanocrystallites [26] and for amorphous semiconductors
[27, 28]. These results were explained in terms of multi-
level contributions, i.e., both intraband and interband
contributions [26] or both carrier and temperature effects
[28].

Briefly, different decay dynamics between D¹/¹
and DU at the same wavelength result from excited
species at different energy levels exhibiting different
relaxation dynamics. They are more fully understood in
terms of the pump-induced polarization change DP and
susceptibility change Ds [2, 3] for a multi-level system as
follows:

DP(t, q)"+
ij

s
ij
(t) ? [E

13
(t) DN

ij
(t#q)], (3)

Ds(u, q)"+
ij

s
ij
(u) F[E

13
(t) DN

ij
(t#q)]/E

13
(u), (4)

where ? denotes the convolution operation, F is the
Fourier transformation, E

13
is the electric field of the

probe, DN
ij

is the change in the population difference
between levels i and j, and s

ij
is the susceptibility contrib-

uted from the polarization between levels i and j [29].
DN

ij
(t) is determined by the rate equations of the system

to show a time evolution depending on i and j. For the
ideal probe pulse, i.e., a d-function pulse E

13
(t)"E

0
d (t),

(4) reduces to

Ds(u, q)"+
ij

s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(q) (5)
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to obtain the relations

D¹/¹(u, q)P+
ij

Im s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(q) ,

DU(u, q)P+
ij

Res
ij
(u) DN

ij
(q) . (6)

Since s
ij
(u) and DN

ij
(q) are generally different for different

(ij) pairs and Im s
ij
(u)9Re s

ij
(u), D¹/¹(u, q) and

DU(u, q) exhibit different dependence on q even at the
same u. At the same time, the D¹/¹(u, q) [or DU(u, q)]
spectrum changes not only in amplitude but also in shape
with time delay.

For VOPc, the positive region of the D¹/¹(u, q) spec-
trum expands to shorter wavelengths from 180 to 500 fs in
Fig. 4. This spectral change corresponds to the substantial
difference in the decay kinetics between D¹/¹(q) and
DU(q) in this time region in Fig. 6a. For H

2
Pc, on the

other hand, the D¹/¹(u, q) spectrum changes only slight-
ly from 180 to 500 fs as shown in Fig. 3, consistent with
the smaller decay difference between D¹/¹(q) and DU(q)
in this time region in Fig. 5a.

3.4 VOPc

From Fig. 1, femtosecond excitation at 620 nm is expected
to cause 660 nm Q-band depletion in VOPc. At delays
from 180 to 500 fs in Fig. 4, D¹/¹(u, q) increases with
wavelength, suggesting that a bleaching peak is located at
a longer wavelength than 635 nm. This is supported by
our previous fs pump—probe measurements using white-
light continuum probe pulses in [17], where a large ab-
sorption saturation of the Q band is observed immediately
after excitation of a spin-coated film of (t-Bu)

1.1
VOPc

dissolved in polystyrene. In Fig. 9 of [17], the dominant
signal in D¹/¹(u, q) over the visible region is the absorp-
tion saturation signal peaked around 670 nm, which is
expected to cause a significant negative phase change
around 620 nm. Although the typical decay time of
D¹/¹(q) at 650—700 nm in Fig. 10 of [17] is longer than
that of DU (q) in Fig. 6 of the present paper, if the lower
excitation intensity for the former (20 GW/cm2) than for
the latter (85 GW/cm2) is taken into account, the dynam-
ics of DU (q) in the present paper is interpreted to reflect
mainly the 660 nm Q-band bleaching dynamics affected
by the intensity-dependent bimolecular decay process.

In Fig. 6, the sign of the D¹/¹(q) changes; initial in-
duced absorption evolves into absorption saturation in
about 400 fs in such a way that the positive region of the
D¹/¹(u, q) spectrum expands to shorter wavelengths
from 180 to 500 fs in Fig. 4. From this behavior, there are
two possible interpretations for the sign change. First, the
exciton population responsible for bleaching the in-
homogeneously broadened Q band diffuses spectrally as
discussed in [17]. Second, the population of the initial
levels corresponding to the induced absorption relaxes
into lower levels, resulting in a blue shift of the induced
absorption. Since the bleaching and induced absorption
may overlap to some degree in the probed spectral region,
we cannot determine which is the case for changing the
VOPc D¹/¹(u, q) spectra.

Spectral diffusion explains the different D¹/¹(q) dy-
namics in VOPc between parallel and perpendicular
pump—probe polarizations in Fig. 6b, where the parallel
bleaching signal grows faster than the perpendicular sig-
nal. Here, diffusion of the population via energy transfer
to sites with different energies is accompanied by a de-
creasing anisotropy of the susceptibility change initially
induced. Since energy transfer is more efficient to a site
with a smaller directional angle difference, diffusion to the
perpendicular direction is delayed by the relaxation time
of anisotropy. This results in a delayed rise of the perpen-
dicular bleaching signal. This explanation is consistent
with the results of previous transient spectral hole burning
experiments where decay of the induced anisotropy in
fluoro-aluminum Pc was directly observed [16].

3.5 H
2
Pc

In contrast to the complex dynamics in VOPc, that of
H

2
Pc can be explained approximately in the framework of

a simple two-level system, as indicated by the similar
decay dynamics of D¹/¹(q) and DU (q) in Fig. 5a. To be
seen closely, however, DU (q) decays faster than D¹/¹(q).
This is clearly shown in solid fitting curves, which have
decay times of 2.7$0.3 ps for D¹/¹ and 530$60 fs for
DU as will be discussed in Sect. 4. This decay difference may
also be explained in terms of spectral diffusion as follows. If
the D¹/¹ spectral hole broadens, the negative peak in
DU(u, q) on the short wavelength side of the hole will
blue-shift. At a wavelength appropriately located between
the positive D¹/¹ bleaching peak and the negative DU
peak, the DU magnitude will decay due to the blue shift of
the DU peak while the D¹/¹ magnitude at that wavelength
will be affected only slightly by the spectral diffusion. In
fact, D¹/¹(u, q) in Fig. 3 becomes less inclined from 60 to
500 fs, suggesting spectral diffusion. Consequently, the ob-
served dynamics in H

2
Pc cannot be explained simply by

a two-level system. A more complicated model, an in-
homogeneously broadened system for example, is required
to explain the observed dynamics in H

2
Pc.

3.6 Determination of the nonlinear susceptibility

The real and imaginary parts of the nonlinear susceptibili-
ties at 620 nm are evaluated [30] from the peak excitation
intensity of 8.5]1010 W/cm2 and the sample thicknesses
of 0.12 lm and 0.16 lm for H

2
Pc and VOPc, respectively,

as s (3)
%&&
"(!2.7#2.9i)]10~10 esu for H

2
Pc and s (3)

%&&
"

(!3.4!1.3i)]10~10 esu for VOPc. The error is within
30% in both cases mainly caused by the spot size mises-
timation. The above effective values s (3)

%&&
’s obtained with

60 fs pulses depend on the incident pulse duration since
the signals of non-instantaneous response are normalized
by the pulse peak intensity.

4 Induced modulation effects

The transient spectra in Figs. 3 and 4 must be carefully
interpreted because they do not indicate the intrinsic
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origin. They are distorted by induced amplitude and
phase modulations of the probe [18] as expressed by
F[E

13
(t) DN

ij
(t#q)]/E

13
(u) in (4), which induces the de-

struction of the Kramers—Kronig relations [2, 3].
Only in the two special cases, the measurement of

D¹(u, q) alone is sufficient to obtain the intrinsic spectra
given by (5). First, if the probe is a d-function pulse,
F[E

13
(t) DN

ij
(t#q)]/E

13
(u) is reduced to DN

ij
(q). Then,

Re+
ij
s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(q) can be deduced from the

Kramers—Kronig transformation of D¹/¹(u, q)P
Im +

ij
s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(q). Second, if a two-level system is

probed with a finite-duration pulse, Ds(u, q)"s (u) DN(q)
is precisely determined from the linear susceptibility s (u)
and DN(q) which is deduced from deconvolution of
D¹/¹(q)P:du DE

13
(u) D2D¹/¹(u, q)P:dt DE

13
(t)D2DN(t#q)

[31].
Otherwise, i.e., in the case of a multi-level system

probed with a finite-duration pulse, the measurement of
both D¹/¹(u, q) PImDs(u, q) and DU(u, q) PReDs(u, q)
is necessary to deduce the intrinsic dynamics as explained
in the following. Since (4) can be rewritten as

Ds(u, q)"F[E
13

(t) +
ij

s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(t#q)]/E

13
(u), (7)

the intrinsic dynamics +
ij
s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(t#q) can be repro-

duced from the signal Ds(u, q) by using the inverse
Fourier transformation as

F~1[Ds(u, q) E
13

(u)]/E
13

(t)"+
ij

s
ij
(u) DN

ij
(t#q). (8)

For this procedure, the functions of both real and imagi-
nary parts of Ds(u, q) are needed.

For the present results, the measured spectral range is
so narrow that the above procedure cannot actually be
performed. Instead, the contribution of the induced
modulation effects in Figs. 3 and 4 can be numerically
estimated as follows. If s

ij
(u) is almost independent of

frequency (s
ij
) in the observed spectral range as in the case

of rapid dephasing or large detuning [18], then (7) is
reduced to

Ds (u, q)PFME
13

(t) [!D/ (t#q)!iD i (t#q)]N/E
13

(u),

(9)

where D/(t#q)P!ReM+
ij
s
ij
DN

ij
(t#q)N and Di(t#q)P

!ImM+
ij
s
ij
DN

ij
(t#q)N. In this case, the u dependence of

Ds(u, q) is only due to the modulation effects and it can be
determined from the numerical simulation as in (3) of [18]
or (21) of [3]. Because of the narrow spectral range for the
present results, we can perform the simulation as a reason-
able approximation.

For the simulation, the functions D/(t) and Di (t) must
be determined from the experimental data. For this pur-
pose, the H

2
Pc dynamics in Fig. 5a were fit to a single

exponential decay to obtain decay times 2.7$0.3 ps for
D¹/¹ and 530$60 fs for DU. The value of 2.7 ps is
regarded as an effective initial decay time in the bimolecu-
lar decay. For VOPc in Fig. 6a, DU(q) was also fit to
another single exponential decay with a decay time
900$100 fs while D¹/¹(q) was tentatively fit to a re-
sponse function

f (t )"A!B exp(!t/¹ ) for t'0 (10)

from Fig. 2b. Since the fitting parameters A, B, and
¹ cannot be determined reliably from the short dynamics
in Fig. 6, we used the data in Fig. 2b until 3 ps to obtain
the values of A"0.53$0.01, B"1.53$0.04, and
¹"380 $20 fs.

Thus 2Di(t) ("!D¹/¹) and D/ (t) are expressed as
follows. For H

2
Pc,

2Di(t)"CI(q)? [h(t) exp(!t/¹)]

with ¹"3 ps and 2Di(t)
.!9

"!0.26,
(11)

D/(t)"CI(q)?[h(t) exp(!t/¹ )]

with ¹"500 fs and D/(t)
.!9

"!0.12 .

For VOPc,

2Di(t)"CI(t)?Mh(t) [0.5!1.5 exp(!t/¹ )]N

with ¹"400 fs and 2Di(t)
.!9

"0.15,
(12)

D/(t)"CI(q)?[h(t) exp(!t/¹ )]

with ¹"1 ps and D/ (t)
.!9

"!0.2 .

Here, I(t) is a squared hyperbolic secant function of 60 fs
FWHM, h (t) is the normalized step function, and C is
a fitting constant determined from the maxima of D¹/¹
and DU curves in Figs. 5 and 6. The 2Di(t) and D/ (t)
obtained above are shown in Fig. 7, and also in Figs. 5a
and 6a. Figure 6a shows that 2Di (t) does not fit the D¹/¹
data very well [32], indicating that (10) is not the most
appropriate function to describe the dynamics, but the
following simulations are not affected qualitatively even
with the simple fitting function. Also note that the fit is not
good near zero delay in Figs. 5a and 6a because of the
coherent coupling effects between the pump and probe:
the experimental data show an earlier rise than the fitting

Fig. 7. Fitted time evolutions of the absorption and phase change,
!2Di(t) and D/(t) in (11) for (a) H

2
Pc and in (12) for (b) VOPc
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curves in Fig. 5a and D¹/¹(q) rises delayed from DU(q) in
Fig. 6a. The coherent coupling effects will be discussed in
detail in Sect. 5.

To simulate the spectra in Figs. 3 and 4, the transmitted
probe field with excitation is expressed by E

13
(t)

exp[!Di(t#q)#iD/(t#q)], which is then Fourier
transformed to obtain D¹/¹(u, q) and DU(u, q) [3, 18].
The results of the simulation are illustrated in Fig. 8. Since
the rapid dephasing condition is almost satisfied [18], the
induced modulation effects dominate the signals and the
simulation qualitatively agrees with the experimental results.

The results in Fig. 8 can be qualitatively explained as
in Sect. 4 of [18]. Assuming instantaneous response time
for simplicity, the probe field is amplitude and phase
modulated by the absorption and phase changes, Di (t)
and D/ (t), respectively, and Fourier transformed (FT) to
obtain D¹/¹(u, q) and DU(u, q) :

E(t) exp[iu
0
t!Di(t#q)!iD/(t#q)]

\E(t) exp(iu
0
t) [1!Di(t#q)#iD/(t#q)]

\[E(t)!d
1
E(t#q)#id

2
E (t#q)]exp(iu

0
t)

FT
P

E (u!u
0
) M1!(d

1
!id

2
) exp[i(u!u

0
)q]N , (13)

D¹/¹(u, q)\!2d
1

cos(u!u
0
)q!2d

2
sin(u!u

0
)q ,

(14)
DU(u, q)\d

2
cos(u!u

0
)q!d

1
sin(u!u

0
)q .

Substituting d
1
(0 and d

2
(0 for H

2
Pc and d

1
'0 and

d
2
(0 for VOPc, the qualitative features of the signals can

be explained by the simple expressions above.
Differences of Figs. 3 and 4 from Fig. 8 indicate the

effect of s
ij
(u) spectral dependence. That is, the signs of the

slopes of both DU and D¹/¹ spectra at 180 fs in Figs. 3
and 4 are opposite to those at 160 fs in Fig. 8. At these
long delay times, the DU(q) and D¹/¹(q) signals change
more slowly than at near-zero delay times. As proved
previously [2, 3], at such longer delays when the probe
pulse experiences a nearly steady state, D¹/¹(u, q) and
DU(u, q) represent approximately an intrinsic susceptibil-
ity change given by (6). Therefore, D¹/¹(u, q) and
DU(u, q) measured at delays longer than 100 fs are con-
sidered to represent the intrinsic spectra. More precisely,
the intrinsic spectra must have steeper slopes than the
observed, because the observed slopes are partially com-
pensated for by the opposite slopes of the modulated
spectra in Fig. 8.

At 500 fs, DU (u, q) in both Figs. 3 and 4 shows an
oscillatory structure with an approximately 10 nm period.
No such oscillations are observed in D¹/¹(u, q) . At
500 fs, the reference pulse precedes the pump pulse by only
120 fs. Thus, when measuring DU(u, q), the reference pulse
is slightly disturbed by the pump pulse to yield transient
oscillations [18, 33]. The artificial oscillations are not
present in D¹/¹(u, q) as the reference beam is blocked for
these measurements.

5 Coherent coupling effects

As mentioned previously, the rise of D¹/¹(q) is retarded
from DU(q) near zero delay in Fig. 6a. Since DU(q) reflects

Fig. 8. D¹/¹(u, q) and DU(u, q) due to the induced modulation
effects, calculated using the functions in Fig. 7

the saturation dynamics around 660 nm as discussed in
Sect. 3.4, the delayed buildup in D¹/¹(q) may be caused
by a delay of the induced absorption with respect to the
absorption saturation as observed previously for fluoro-
aluminum Pc thin films [15]. However, since the delay is
within the pulse duration in Fig. 6, this behavior may also
be caused by coherent coupling effects which distort the
signals at the early delay times within the pulse duration.
Under the rapid-dephasing approximation, the coherent
effects consist of two terms, namely, the amplitude grating
and the phase grating. It is known that if both pump and
probe pulses are linearly chirped, the phase grating gives
the D¹/¹(q) signal an antisymmetric contribution with
respect to zero delay [34]. Similarly, the amplitude grat-
ing gives the DU (q) signal an antisymmetric contribution
as shown below. As a result, the signal intensities are
reduced at negative delays and enhanced at positive de-
lays in D¹/¹(q) and vice versa in DU(q) . These effects are
derived as follows.

When both pump and probe pulses are linearly chir-
ped with a chirp rate c, they are expressed by

E
%9

(t)"E(t) exp(iut#ict2 ),

E
13

(t)"E (t!q) exp[iu(t!q)#ic(t!q)2]. (15)
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Then, the pump-induced change in the probe field includ-
ing the coherent terms is expressed in terms of a complex
response function R(t)"!i[R

3
(t)!iR

*
(t)], where

R(t(0)"0 and its relation to D/(t) and Di (t) in Sect. 4 is
given in Appendix A, as follows:

DE
13

(t)"E
13

(t) :dt@ E*
%9

(t@) E
%9

(t@ ) R(t!t@ )

#E
%9
(t) : dt@E*

%9
(t@) E

13
(t@) R(t!t@ ), (16)

where * denotes complex conjugate. The signals with the
FDI are given by

D/(q)PImS (q)"I
3
(q)#S

3
(q)#A

*
(q) ,

DK(q)PReS(q)"I
*
(q)#S

*
(q)#A

3
(q)

[D¹/¹"2DK/:dt DE
13

(t) D2], (17)

where

S(q)":dt E*
13

(t) DE
13

(t)

"::dt dt@E2(t!q) E2(t@) R(t!t@ )

#::dt dt@E (t!q) E (t) E (t@ ) E (t@!q)

exp[2icq(t!t@ )]R(t!t@ ) , (18)

I
3
(q)"!::dtdt@ E2 (t!q) E2(t@ ) R

3
(t!t@ ),

S
3
(q)"!::dt dt@F (t, t@, q) R

3
(t!t@ ) cos 2cq(t!t@ ) ,

A
3
(q)"::dt dt@F (t, t@, q) R

3
(t!t@ ) sin2cq(t!t@ ) ,

I
*
(q)"!::dtdt@ E2 (t!q) E2 (t@ ) R

*
(t!t@ ), (19)

S
*
(q)"!::dt dt@F (t, t@, q) R

*
(t!t@ ) cos 2cq(t!t@ ),

A
*
(q)"!::dtdt@ F (t, t@, q) R

*
(t!t@ ) sin 2cq(t!t@ ) ,

F(t, t@, q)"E (t!q) E (t) E (t@) E (t@!q) .

Without chirp, the coherent coupling signals have only
symmetric terms S

3, *
(q) with respect to q"0. On the other

hand, when the pump and probe pulses are both linearly
chirped, there are antisymmetric terms A

3, *
(q). The signs

are determined as I
3
I
*
j0 and A

3
A

*
k0 for R

3
R

*
j0. There-

fore, irrespective of the sign of R
3
R

*
, the antisymmetric

terms contribute in a different manner (constructively and
destructively) to the growth of DU and DK resulting in the
different growth behavior (steeper and slower growth). If
one pulse is chirped and the other is not, the effect is
similar but less pronounced for the same c.

Previously [3] different growth behavior was observed
also for CdS

x
Se

1~x
-doped glass. Figure 9 shows D¹/¹(q)

and DU (q) simultaneously obtained at 620 nm for a 2 mm
thick R63 filter. DU(q) is the same as that in Fig. 7 of [3].
Here D¹/¹(q) grows more rapidly than DU (q). The
growth behavior is dependent on the pulse chirp, which
was varied by a four-SF11-prism sequence after an ampli-
fier, indicating that it was caused by the coherent coupling
effects. The result in Fig. 9 is qualitatively reproduced in
Fig. 10 by the numerical calculation of (17) using
R

3
(t)"R

*
(t)"!h(t) exp(!t/q), q"10 ps, c"!10~4

fs~2 (negative chirp), and a hyperbolic-secant envelope for
the pump and probe pulses with 60 fs FWHM. Note that
a 60 fs pulse with a chirp rate c"10~4 fs~2 (positive) is
generated when a FT-limited 58 fs pulse is transmitted
through a 4.2 mm thick BK7 glass or a 1.1 mm thick SF11
glass if a Gaussian envelope is assumed. These values of
thickness are estimated using the relation between c and

Fig. 9. D¹/¹(q) and DU(q) for the R63 filter, obtained simulta-
neously by the FDI.

Fig. 10. Numerical calculation of (17) with R
3
(t)"R

*
(t)"!h (t)

exp(!t/q), q"10 ps, c"!10~4 fs~2 (negative chirp), and a hy-
perbolic-secant envelope for the pump and probe pulses of 60 fs
FWHM.

Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD) given in Appendix B.
With a prism compensator adjusted optimally (within
0.5 mm SF11 GVD), nearly FT-limited pulses were ob-
tained before the sample insertion. Therefore the observed
negative chirp with the chirp rate c(0, DcD'10~4 fs~2 ,
must be brought into the pulses mostly by the GVD near
resonance in the R63 filter sample, since GVD slightly
below a resonance peak is negative. In fact, the DU(u, q)
spectra in Fig. 6 of [3] show a negative second derivative
with respect to j for !ReDs (ReDs(0) , suggesting
negative GVD for Re s around 620 nm. Since the optical
density of the R63 filter is 1.0 at 620 nm, the observed
negative chirp is producible as roughly estimated in Ap-
pendix C.
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For VOPc, the real and imaginary parts, R
3
and R

*
, are

both positive as deduced from D/(0 and Di'0 in
Fig. 7b and from (A4). Thus, when both pulses are down-
chirped (c(0), the antisymmetric terms A

3
and A

*
cause

the transmission change D¹/¹(q) [DK(q)] to grow more
steeply and the phase change DU(q) to grow more slowly,
as in Fig. 6a, than in the case of no chirp. The negative
chirp may be introduced by negative GVD above reson-
ance in the VOPc sample.

For H
2
Pc, the difference in the growth behavior is not

as pronounced as for VOPc. This is because GVD at exact
resonance is negligible, as estimated in Appendix C.

6 Conclusions

We have applied femtosecond frequency-domain interfer-
rometry to the macrocyclic systems, H

2
Pc and VOPc, and

measured both real and imaginary parts of Ds (DU and
D¹/¹) as a function of u and q around 620 nm.

For both samples, DU (q) and D¹/¹(q) show different
dynamics at 620 nm. In a two-level system the dynamics of
DU(q) and D¹/¹(q) are expected to be the same, while in
a multi-level or inhomogeneously broadened system they
are different. The dynamical difference between D¹/¹(q)
and DU(q) is more distinct in VOPc than in H

2
Pc. This is

because the Q band of H
2
Pc is resonant at 620 nm while

that of VOPc is substantially red-shifted from 620 nm
resulting in more contributions from off-resonant levels.
The dynamical difference offers a criterion of the appro-
priateness of the two-level model. For VOPc, the phase-
change dynamics at 620 nm reflects the Q-band exciton
dynamics at 660 nm. That is, the phase-change data yield
dynamical information for regions outside the probed
spectral region.

Using both D¹/¹(q) and DU(q) , the spectral changes
due to the induced amplitude and phase modulations were
satisfactorily reproduced. The modulation effects cause sig-
nificant distortion in transient spectra even when the pump
and probe do not overlap. Because of different dynamics
between DU(q) and D¹/¹(q), the modulation effects can be
ascertained only when DU(q) is measured independently
from D¹/¹(q). Since the modulation effects are unavoid-
able for a finite-duration probe pulse, in order to obtain
true transient spectra, both D¹/¹ and DU spectra must be
measured as in (8) unless the relevant system is described by
a two-level system or a d-function probe is used.

If pump and probe pulses are chirped, phase and
amplitude gratings produced by the coherent coupling
between the pump and probe give antisymmetric contri-
butions to D¹/¹(q) and DU(q) with respect to zero delay,
resulting in different growth behavior between D¹/¹(q)
and DU (q). Thus, care must always be taken when inter-
preting near-zero delay signals.

Appendix A

Relation of R (t) to D/ (t ) and Di(t )

The response function R(t) in Sect. 5 is related to D/ (t)
and Di(t) in Sect. 4 as follows. With the pump-induced

complex refractive index change in a material,
Dn

#
(t)"Dn(t)!iDk(t), the change in the probe field is

expressed as

E
13

(t)#DE
13

(t)

"E
0
(t) expMiu[t!Dn

#
(t) ¸/c]N

\E
0
(t) exp(iut) [1#iD/(t)!Di(t)] (A1)

and

DE
13

(t) [P!iDP(t)]"E
13
(t) [iD/(t)!Di(t)], (A2)

where D/ (t)"!Dn(t) u¸/c, Di(t)"Dk(t) u¸/c, ¸ is the
material thickness, c is the velocity of light, and DP(t) is
the induced polarization change. The signals caused by
the incoherent terms are given by

DUPIm : dt E*
13

(t) DE
13

(t)":dt DE
13

(t) D2D/(t) ,

(A3)DKPRe:dt E*
13

(t) DE
13

(t)"!:dt DE
13

(t) D2Di(t) ,

where

D/(t)"!:dt@ DE
%9

(t@ ) D2R
3
(t!t@ ) ,

(A4)Di(t)":dt@ DE
%9

(t@) D2R
*
(t!t@ ) .

Appendix B

Relation between a chirp rate c and GVD

A chirped pulse with a Gaussian envelope is formulated as

E (u)"E
0
n1@2 exp(!q2

1
u2/4!iou2/4), (B1)

E(t) "F~1[E(u)]"E
0
(e!ic )1@2 exp(!et2#ict2).

(B2)

Here

e"q 2
1
/(q 4

1
#o2) , c"o/(q 4

1
#o2 ) , [q 2

1
"e/(c2#e2) ,

o"c/(c2#e2)], and

o"2D
'7
¸ , (B3)

where D
'7

is the expression of GVD given by

D
'7
"(j3/2nc2) (d2n/dj2) . (B4)

When the FWHM of DE(t) D2 is 60 fs, e is obtained from
1/e"602/(2 ln 2). Using jd2n/dj2"0.11 lm~1 for BK7
and 0.42 lm~1 for SF11 at 620 nm [35], the thicknesses
¸ given in Sect. 5 are estimated.

Appendix C

GVD near resonance

GVD near an absorption peak is estimated as follows. The
complex refractive index n

#
"n!ik is related with the

linear susceptibility s"s
3
!is

*
as

n
#
"(1#4ns)1@2\1#2ns when DsD@1. (C1)
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then

n"1#2ns
3

and k"2ns
*
. (C2)

s(u) is given by

s
3
(u)"A(X!u) /[(X!u)2#C2] (C3)

and

s
*
(u)"AC/[(X!u)2#C2], (C4)

where X is a transition frequency, C is a phase relaxation
rate, and A is an appropriate coefficient. Then, using (B4),
(C2), and (C3),

D
'7
"(4nA/C) [X(X!u)3#3C2u(X!u)!C4]/

[(X!u)2#C2]3 . (C5)

If the optical density (OD)"2 at the absorption peak
(u"X), ¹

2
"1/C"30 fs, and 2nc/X"620 nm,

!log
10

[exp(!2kX¸/c)]"2 and k"2ns
*
(X)"2nA/C.

(C6)

Just on resonance at u"X ,

D
'7
"!(4nA/c) (1/C2). (C7)

Then, from (B3), (C6), and (C7) we obtain
o"2D

'7
¸"!4 ln 10/(XC)"!9.1]10 fs2 . This cor-

responds to a negligibly small chirp rate
c"!1.5]10~5 fs~2 for a FT-limited 58 fs Gaussian
pulse. Therefore the GVD in the H

2
Pc sample should not

cause an appreciable difference in the rising behavior
between D¹/¹ and DU .

At u"X!C (slightly below the resonance peak,
where OD\1),

D
'7
"(4nA/c) (C!X)/4C3\!(nA/c)X/C3 (XAC).

(C8)

Then, from (C6) and (C8) we obtain
o"2D

'7
¸"!ln 10/C2"!2.1]103 fs2 . This gives

c"!2.0]10~4 fs~2 for a FT-limited 58 fs Gaussian
pulse. Therefore the GVD in the R63 filter should cause
significant negative chirp.

In fact, the oscillator strength of the Q band in
phthalocyanines is so large that s is an order of 1 in (C1).
Therefore the approximation in (C1) is not valid for the
H

2
Pc and VOPc samples. However, we verified by numer-

ical calculation that the precise calculation gives a similar
value for o. This is because the effects of the large s are
only a blue shift of the absorption peak from u"X and
slight distortion in the shape of n

#
(u) from that of s (u).
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